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In a perfectly competitive economy with no externalities and 

an optimal distribution of incarne, a.n optimum optimoJtum has been reached. 

No matter how sophisticated, available policy tools will never be utilized 

by a benevolent government or Central Planner. Here, a more realistic 

situation is envisaged; in particular, the purpose of this paper is to 

analyze the usefulness of policy tools in a suboptimal world. 

Dver the last decade a large body of literature has built up 

dealing with the usefulness of commodity taxes. These are tools which act 

through price5, augmenting the.decentralized competitive system by driving 

a wedge between agents. Given the welfare connotations of competition, it 

is not surprising that attention should have focussed on tools which act 

to augment rather than replace prices. In contrast to such work, this 

paper gives emphasis to the role that can be played by quantity controls 

rationing, redistribution-in-kind, etc. In particular, it will be contended 

that although quantity controls will not in general be utilized when the 

optimum optimoJtum is achievable, in second-best situations they are likely 

to prove an invaluable aid in promoting a socially desirable state of affairs. 

The investigation conducted here starts from a given initial 

situation, which is away from the first best, and examines the desirability 

of implementation of quotas why, and more importantly in which directions, 

should quantity constraints operate from such a situation? The approach 

taken is abstract in the sense that the characteristics of the starting 

point as well as of the policy tools available are described in a general 

way encompassing many different situations. Such an abstract point of view 

is justified by the fact that in a broad class of problems, the welfare 

effects of quotas can be analyzed in terms of social opportunity costs 

without explicit reference to the specific set of policy tools which are 

available, Dur results are in nature local and primarily concern the desi

rability of small quota policies; however they do have consequences which 

are emphazised in different realistic problems when the implementation 

of large quotas is considered. 

This paper is based upon, and is an extension of two indepen
dently wri tten papers: "La Gratuité, Outil de Poli tique Economique" [1978] 

by Roger GUESNERIE, and "The Treatment of the Poor under Tax/Transfer 
Schemes" ~978] by Kevin ROBERTS. 
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I. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE 

We will flrst look at an example which introduces and illustrates 

some of the major ideas developed in the rest of the paper. 

Consider a small society which ·can transact as muchas it desires 

with the outside world. The vector of prices associated with the n existing 

commodities is p = (p
1

, ... ,pn) and it is normalized so that p1 = 1. Since 

the society can exchange as muchas it wants at these prices, the corres

ponding vector can be unambiguously considered as defining the relative 

"social oppci='tuni ty costs" of commodi ties. 

Suppose an individual consumer faces a price system q = Cq
1

, ... ,qn) 

(normalized by q
1 

= 1) which is different for some reason (think of taxes) 

from the vector p. This consumer is a price taker and equates his marginal 

rates of substitution and relative prices. 

Consider now the following question : the Government is able to 

force the consumer to consume one more unit of some commodity (say commo

dity n), or to consume one unit less of this commodity. In other words, 

the Government is able to enforce a positive quota (one unit more of n) 

or a negative quota, i.e. a ration (one unit less of n). Is one of these 

(small) quotasdesirable from the social welfare point of view? 

In the case under consideration, the answer is simple if one 

makes the additional assumption that the utility function of the consumer 

has the following form 
n 

u(x) = X + I un(xn). 
1 9.,=2 X, X, 

With such a utility function. if the consumer is forced to consume one 

unit more of commodity n, he ~ill not modify his decisions in the other 

markets !l = 2, ... ,n-1; he will finance his extra consumption of commo

dity n by giving up - q units of the numeraire. Itshould be noted that 
n 

the consumer is not injured (to a first order approximation) by the small 

quota imposed upon him. This is an intuitive fact which can be seen as 

the consequenc~ of the envelope theorem, according to which if one starts 

from a situation which is optimal with respect to a given environment 

then an adaptation to a small change in the environment implies only 

second order gains (or lasses). 
./. 
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Now let us look at the operation from the point of view of 

society. The cost te society is p, the social cost of one unit of comn 
modity n, minus qri' the cost of qn units of the numeraire, Let us call 
t = q - p, the qtax" on commodity n. If t > 0, the cost of the ope-n n n n 
ration - t is nGgative to the society when the consumer under conside-n 
ration is indifferent. Clearly, the implementation of the corresponding 

(personal) positive quota is desirable in a strong sense to society. The 

same argument shows that t < 0 implies the desirability of a negative n 
quota. 

From this analysis two facts can be emphasized : 

- When for some reason the prices faced by consumerndiffer from the "social" 

costs of the commodities, the implementation of quotas is desirable. 

- When there are discrepancies between social and individual costs, consumers 

make choices which, although the best given the signals they face, are not 

the best for society. Quotas can correct these undesirable choices, Hence, 

when commodity n of the example is taxed too heavily consumers purchase an 

insufficient amount of the commodity and a positive quota is desirable. Con

versely, if n is subsidized then its consumption is too high (from the point 

of view of society) and a reduction is obtained through a negative quota. 

The main purpose of this paper is to understand the degree of 

truth and generality of the tentative conclusions suggested by this ana

lysis and to evaluate their implications for more realistic quantity 

control polici~s. Clearly, the above analysis has two main weaknesses 

First, the prices p of the example define social values of commodities 

unambiguously, In some circumstances one is unable to identify any rea

sonable concept of social values, and in others, there will be values that 

it will be reasonable to label "social'', although the corresponding vector 

will have weaker properties ~han the vector of world prices in the example. 

Second, the special utility function which has been considered leads us 

to ignore the spillover effects associated with the imposition of quotas. 

The study of spillover effects is in fact a central issue in view of the 

implementation of quantity controls and will be a central concern of this 
paper. 

One should also mention that the conjectures suggested by the 

example apply to small quotas acting on a single individual when, in prac

tice, policy quotas act anonymously and may be large. It will also be one 

./. 
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of the purposes of this paper to unde1~t-~d. from the welfare analysis 

of small individualized quotas, the role of anonymous quotas. 

We are ï;o:,; in posi tian to give a description of the structure 

of the paper. 

Section II consist in preliminaries. The assumptions of a reference 

model are discussed in section II.1. The existence of social opportunity 

costs possessing strong properties, is assumed, The partial equilibrium 

analysis of the spillover affects of quantity constraints is presented 

in section II. 2. 

In section III, a general proposition on the desirability of small per

sonalized quotas is stated, proved and discussed. The theorem generalizes 

the conclusions inferred from our introductory example. A first comparison 

of the respective role of prices and quotas is presented, 

Section IV is concerned with the role of anonymous quotas and sufficient 

conditions are given for the desirability of authoritarian redistribution

in-kind or rationing in a complex economy with taxes. Additional insights 

are provided into the economic role of quotas. 

Section V considers two possible directions of generalization of the pre

ceding results : extension to a wider class of situations where a weaker 

concept of social values can be identified and extension to the case 

where consumers are already constrained in the initial situation, In both 

cases, it is shown that the main results still hold, although necessarily 

in a weaker form. 

An application of the previous ideas to the specific problem in public 

finance of the optimal taxation of consumers at the end-points of non

linear tax schedules is considered in section VI and, finally, section VII 

forms the conclusion. 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

II.1. Model and asiumptions 

In this section a very general modal is considered. We shall 

be interested in determining conditions under which sets of policy tools 

are capable of bringing about a social improvement. 

./. 
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We will examine an economy with n comrnodities, indexed by 
9, 1 , ... , n, m consurners, indexed by i = 1, •.. , m, q firrns, indexed by 

j 1, ... ,q. As in the general framework adopted by Guesnerie [1979] indi-
viduals decisions are made on the basis of some vector of signals denoted 
s. A &ecv.i~ble -0ta:te of the model is then qefined by a sequence of consump
tion bundles (xjl and production plans (yj) associated with the vector s 

such that 

X. y. ( s) i = 1 ' ... ' m 
l 'l 

yj f. y. ( s) 
J 

j = 1 , • • • I q 

tjJ ( C 1 k _,, :,; D k 1 ' ... ' V 

l X. :,; l yj + w 
i l 

j 

where x.(.), y.(.) are respectively the demand function of consumer i, the l J 
supply correspondence of firm j and tjJk(k = 1, •.. , v) defines some constraint 
on s, We will write the vector of signals s = (u, v) where in v we single 
out the variables associated with the implementation of quantity constraints. 

In this section we focus attention on quantity constraints asso
ciated with one commodity, commodity n, and affecting only one consumer h. 
v, the amount of ''forced consumption" of commodity n for consumer h, will 
be some real number. 

( 2. 1. ) 

( 2. 2.) 

To be precise, the demand functions have the following form 

x. = x.(u) 
l l 

9, = 1, .•. , n-1 

i 7' h 

Two remarks. First, the quota on agent h acts as an additive disturbance 
on his unconstrained demand. Second, the demand of i :t: h does not depend 
upon v, the amount of "forced consumption" imposed upon h. 

We consider this general model and an initial situation, deno
ted D, in which there is no quota on consumer h in the sense that v = O. 

This initial situation is denoted (x~), (yj), (u 0
), (v0 

= D) and the 

following assumptions are.made 

./. 
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(A1) V i, thers exists a q~ € Rn such that a consumption change 6xi 

from x~ increases i's utility if 
l 

( 2, 3) 0 
q, 6 X. 

l l 
f. (6 X.) 

l l 

where f. is a given function such that 
l 

f. (6x.) 
l l 

-+ 0 

0 The essence of this assumption is that qi is a ''v~'' ptuc.e. which sup-

ports the allCJt:ation 0 (see Nei:Jry and Roberts (1980)). If the X, economy 
l 

under consideration embodies price-taking behavior then 
0 

will be the qi 
prices taken. As it is being assumed that any .oma11_ change that costs more 

is desirable, there is an implicit assumption that indifference curves are 

suitably smooth, i.e. differentiable. 

If the Government acts ta change the prevailing allocation, there 

exists the problem that some changes will not be feasible on production 

grounds. Something must therefore be said about feasible changes in aggre

gate demand. Corresponding ta (A1) we have 

( A2) There exists a vector p 
O 

E; mn with the following property. By 
+ 

using the available policy tools and through an adequate 6u, the Govern-

ment can induce any change 6Z in net aggregate excess demand which satisfies 

0 (2,4) p .6Z ~ g(6Z) 

(where gis a function such that -+ 0 as jj6Zjj-+ O), without affec-

ting the consumption bundles of consumers. 

Clearly (A2) holds when, as in the above introductory example, society can 

transact atworld prices p0
• The assumption also holds when the production 

departments of the Government can produce any commodity and when, in the 

initial situation, they are faced with the same vector of shadow prices 
0 

i.e. p , The reader familiar with the optimal taxation literature will 

also notice that in a standard Diamond-Mirlees (1971) model without public 

firms, (A2) 0 is satisfied (through changes in commodity taxes) with p , as 

the production price vector. In fact, the results obtained in this section 

only require a weaker assumption (a2) which replaces the last sentence of 

( A2) "without affecting the consumption bundles of consumers" by "without 
( 1 ) affecting the utility levels to a first-order approximation". 

,/. 
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The vector p0
, the existence of which is assumed in (A2) (and 

which is determined up to a positive scalar), indicates (JLe.la,ûve.) .6oua1 

oppoJcXun,,{,ty eo.6U 6ol'L eommodi.tiv.i. Later on, in section V, with assumption 

(A'2) imposed, we will refer to a much less demanding concept of social 

opportunity cost, but obviously with a weaker assumption we will obtain 

less powerful results. 

The third assumption concerns the possibility of making arbitra

rily small demand changes; in fact it will be simpler, without relinquishing 

generality, to assume differentiability. 

(A3) If x.(s) is i's consumption bundle when policy parameters are 
1 

set at s, then x.(s) is differentiable in s. 
1 

It should be noted that differentiability (hence continuous partial deriva

tives) is assumed bath with respect to u and v. (2 ) 

Of particular interest is a tool which is universally agreed 

to be desirable. 

(A4) There exists a policy parameter sk such that small increases 

(or decreases) in sk either strictly increase the utility of all indivi

duals or strictly decrease the utility of all individuals, i.e. either 

( 2. 5) (
ax.) 

q~ as: > 0 (
ax. J 

~ i or q~ as: < D ~ i 

Examples of such a policy parameter are a poll-subsidy, a universally liked 

public good or the price of a good supplied by all individuals. As with 

these examples, such a policy change does not need to be feasible( 3 ). 

Sorne implications of assumptions (A1) - (A4) will be derived in 

the following two lemmas which will be used in the sequel. 

Le.mma 1. 

If (A1) - (A4) are satisfied and if there exists a policy tool, 

with parameter 

possible if 

(2.6) 

s , 
0 

that acts only on h, then a Pareto improvement is 

(
axh J ~ o as 

0 

and 0 
p 

ax 
h 

3s -
0 

< 0 

./. 
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In the prccr!" 0(6s) designates any function tending to zero as 

Consider increasing s
0 

by 6s
0 

a~d increasing sk by 6sk(6sk > D) 

(where this is in the direction of universal approval) with 6sk = S6s
0 

where Sis a fixed number. By A3, 

o o [ axh 
qh · i:\xh = qh · cls

0 

Given the assumption (A4) 

q~.tixh ~ q~. (:::Jtisk + lltisjj o(lls) 

so that 

cr(lls) 

6sk 
For Il i:\s Il small enough, --- has a positive lower bound (consider 

ll 6
xhll 

Il::: ¾ + ::f \ as well as Il ::J so that 

~ a' a' > D, (because of A4) 

and q~ llxh ~ f h ( llxh) for 11 tixh Il small enough and hence for lis small 

enough. (If 6sk >Dis small enough, and llsk = S6sp, h is made better off 

as is everybody else (by (A4)). 

Consider now 

0 
p • 6Z + Il lis Il cr (lis) 

For obtaining f~asibility, we can choose S small enough so that 

./. 
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axh 1 0 p -~- l::is + l::is cr(l::is ) 
oS O O 0 

0 

An argument similar to the preceding one shows 

than g(l::iZ) for l::is small enough. With (A2) the 
C 

0 

that P • l::iZ is hence greater 
111::iz Il 

conclusion follows. JI 

Lemma 1 describes the simplest case of how a policy paremeter 

change can bring about a social improvement : if the direct effect of the 

change injures nobody and releases resources which can be distributed to 

consumers then ·the change must be desirable( 4 J. 

Now let us consider the situation where there exist two policy 

tools which act upon consumer h. Obviously each tool can be checked inde

pendently against the criterion given in (2.6). But even where both tools 

fail the test, it will usually be possible to bring about an improvement. 

Le.mma Z. 

If (A1) - (A4) are satisfied and if there exist two independent 

policy tool5, with parameter5 5
0 

and 5
1

, that act only on h then a Pareto 

improvement is possible if 

and 

Pnoo6 

We convert the situa:ion back to a single parameter system by 

making both s
0 

and s 1 functions 

Let " • [p O 

[::~] • q~ r:::J 
and let = a 

= - a q~(::h} . 
0 

,/. 
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It is easy to check that 

q~ [:::J C C. and p 
O r:::J < a O 

Considering (2.6) then gives the desired result. 11 
( 5 l 

II.2. Quantity constrained demand functions. 

To rroceed further, we have to be more specific concerning the 

effect of quantity constraints cin demand i.e. we have to explore the 

properties of the quantity constrained demand functions which were intro

duced in (2.1) above. For this purpose, we will consider a single consumer 

and examine the choice he mal,es for rationed goods when his consumption 

of some good (good nl is strictly controlled. The argument presented here 

can be related both to Guesnerie [1978] who considers one rationed good 

or to Neary and Roberts [1980] who provide a more complete discussion 

and an extension to a case where a collection of goods is rationed (such 

generality is not required here). (5 ) 

Assume that preferences are representable by a twice-differen

tiable, strictly quasi-concave utility function li. With an income of M 

and prices q for the first n-1 goods and q for the n-th good, a fully n 
unrationed demand system is derived by solving : 

(2. 7l Max Q(;, x l s.t -q.; + q x s M (7 ) 
n n' n 

Let D(q, Ml and D (q, Ml be this unrationed (or notional) demand system 
n 

which will be taken to be a differentiable function of prices and income 

(indifference surfaces are assumed to possess strict Gaussian curvature). 

Next, assume that the consumer is forced to purchase y of 

good n. He now faces the problem 

( 2. 8 l Max ~(x, x l s.t q.x + q x s M and n n n 

Let [Ï(q, qn, M, y) be the n-1 dimensional vector which solves (2.8). D 

is the demand system for unrationed goods when rationing operates. What 

is the connection between 5(~, qn, Ml and Tir;, qn, M, y) ? Note first 
- -that if'~ is quasi concave, the bundle (x = D(q, ... ,y), y) would be cho-

sen in an unrationed situation under some price/income configuration. In 

./. 
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fact, as marginal utilities of unratioried goods will be proportional to 

prices, it is clear that the prices which support Ci. y) are of the form 

Cq, ~ l where ~ is the »virtual» pries or »shadow» pries measuring the 
n n [B) 

marginal utility of the rationed good . Then for some ~ we have : 
n 

C2.9) 

C 2 .1 D) 

- -DCq, q , M. y) 
n 

D C q, ~ , M + C ~ - qn) y) n n 

y = D Cq, ~ , M + (~ - q ) y) n n n n -Cwith prices Cq, ~n) it requires an incarne of M + C~n - qnl y to attain 

the point ci. y)). 

The remarkable feature of (2.9) and C2.1Dl is that C2.10) can 

be used to salve for~ which may be inserted into C2.9l to give the n 
rationed demand system. This gives a straightforward way of studying the 

connection between rationed and unrationed demand systems. 

By total differentiation of C2.9) and C2.1Dl - or equivalently 

by considering (2.9) as an identity when ~ is the implicit function 
C9l n 

~ (q,q ,M,yl defined by (2.10) - the reader can check that n n 

C2.11l 

r.ao) c~c.J-ql 
laM (*l n n 

and 

where superscript c denotes that demands are Hicksian compensated demands 
and derivatives are taken in (.) = (q, q , M, y) and 

n 
(*) = [q, ~ (.), M + (~ C.J - q l y] . n n n 

Premultiplying (2.11) and C2.12l by marginal utilities gives 
utili ty changes 

C2.13) (d'U,j = µ ( ~ ( • l - q l 
dy C. l n n 

./. 
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( 2. 14) ( dM?li ·1 

d J ( . ) 

where µ is the marg~nal utility of incarne of a consumer who chooses the 

bundle (x, y) when unrationed. Notice that if a ration is introduced 

into an initially unrationed situation then ~ = q and, from (2.13) n n 
:ta :the 6fu:t ol!.deh :thehe W,i,.U. be no loM ,fo ~IJ :ta :the c.onoumeh. This 

is explained by the fact that in unrationed situations, a consumer's indif

ference curve will be tangential to his budget lins; if he is forced to 

move along the budget lins then, initially, this is equivalent to moving 

along the indifference curve. 

Combining (2.11) - (2.14), one can obtain the "compensated" 

rationed demand function which gives the change in the demand induced by a 

change in the ration level, accompanied by a change of incarne (proportional 

to ~ - q ) which would compensate for the change in ration. We obtain n n 
(with obvious notation) 

(2.15) 30 
3y 

30 (~ _ q l 
3M n n 

Thus the effect on demand of a compensated change in the ration 

level is directly equivalent to a compensated change in the price of the 

rationed good sufficient to make the demand for that good equal to the 

new ration level ; in compensated terms, the effect of quantity controls 

acting on a consumer are directly equivalent to pries changes of the goods 

being controlled. This analysis gives us an intuitive understanding as well 

as full information of the sp~llover effects of rationing. We are thus in 

position to generalize the informa! analysis sketched in section I. 

III. THE OESIRABILITY OF SMALL PERSONALIZEO QUOTAS. 

III.1. A general proposition. 

In this section, we will make two additional assumptions with 

respect to the general model of section II. First, the behavioural aspects 

of the model will be made more precise and we will assume that there is some 

consumer price vector faced by all consumers for their transactions which is 

./. 
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denoted q = (q, q ), Second we will assume that, in the initial situation, 
n 

all consumers are u11cr:::nstrained price takers with respect to the prevailing 

price system. 

With regard to the notation adopted in section II, where u is the 

vector of general signals and v the quota, we give to these assumptions the 

following precisG meaning. 

( 3. 1. ) (B) xH Cu) DiQ,(q(u), M. ( u)) 
l 

\/ !l, \/ i ~ h 

XrF·, Cu, v) = Dhn(q(u), qn ( u), Mh ( u) ) + V 
, .. 

xh 2 (u, v) Dh!l(q(u), qn ( u) , Mh ( u), Xhn ( u' V)' !l ~ n 

( I) In the initial situation, consumer h is unconstrained 

0 0 (q = q(u )) 

In fact, the form assumed en (3.1) for xi
2

(u) (i ~ h) is used only for the 

sake of consistent interpretation of the model, but does not play any role 

in the proof (as the reader can verify). A relaxation of both assumptions 

(B) and (I) is provided in section IV. 

Given our notation and definitions, it is clear that 

v > D .defines a po~,lt,i,ve quota: it determines a 6o~eed eon/2ump-

tion of commodity n, the extra consumption being paid for at market pricesq 
n 

v < O defines a negative quota: it is obtained through a ~on,lng 

of commodity n, the consumer market price being unchanged. 

In addition to (B) end (I), the assumptions (A1) - (A4) of the 

preceding section will now be dssumed to hold in the initial situation. 

Consider 

to 
!l 

to 
n 

!l 1, ... , n-1 

t
0 

= ( ••• t~ ... ) measures the discrepancies between social values of com

modities and consumer prices. It will be termed the vector of 6ie.titio~ 

taxu (since it may differ from the vector of real taxes). 

We are now in a position to state the main result of this section . 

. /. 
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The.OJr .. em 1. 

Suppose thct (B) holds and that in the initial situation (A1) -

(A4) are satisfied, ,:;onsumer h faces no quantity control ( I) and 
n 

[ ao~n J ( 3. 3) I to (resp. > D) -- < D 
1 

R, 3c.;R, Col 

Then a Pareto improvement is achievable through the implementation 

of a (small) positive (resp. negative) quota. 

We should first notice that there is no contradiction between the 

differentiability assumption A3 and the formulation of the quota policy in (B). 

We will apply lemma 1 of subsection II .1, with s = v. 
0 

Clearly 0 
(

3
Xh J 

q . av (o) 
is proportional to (37lh J av (o)which, according 

to (B) and (2.13) and since <Po= 0 
is equal to qn' zero. n 

Now (with obvious notation) Po (
3

XhJ _ P no + Po (aohJ 
• dV ( O) - • dV ( 

0
) 

aô'c 

Applying(2.11) 30 3q n =--
dV 3Dc 

n 
3q n 

o ( 
3

XhJ Hence p • av (o)< Dis equivalent to 

( 3. 4) 

Introducing taxes (3.4) is equivalent to 

( 3. 5) 
n 
I 

R,= 1 

0 [3D~R,] 
t -- < o. 

R, . 3q 
n Co) 

(3. 3) follows by invoking symmetry of the Slutsky matrix. 11 

./. 
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The interesting feature of this result is that the criterion (3.3) will 

almost always be no,1-zero, given that there is no ~y~tema,tlQ reason for p0 

ta be related ta thu price faced by h. Thus, subject ta this important 

caveat, it will almost always be desirable ta introduce quantity controls 

into an economic system from which they are excluded, The caveat is required 

because if p0 is directly proportional ta the prices faced by h then (3.3) 

will be zero : if h faces social opportunity costs as prices then, as one 

would expect, theorem 1 gives no recommendation for the introduction of 

quantity controls. 

Thu3, in general, quantity controls are desirable outside a first 

best optimum. This should not be viewed as a surprising conclusion, but 

rather as a natural one. However theorem 1 tells us much more than that. It 

gives us a precise criterion for deciding whether the quantity control 

should be a positive or a negative quota. We will now investigate when the 

criterion signals one policy rather than another. 

A first interpretation of the criterion can be given by looking 

first at (3.5). The formula gives the change in (fictitious) tax revenue 

when there is an incarne compensated increase in the price of good n. As a 

compensated price increase is equivalent to a compensated quota decrease, 

(3,5) .says that h should be forced to consume more of a good if, thereby, 

"tax revenue" increases, This fictitious revenue then allows all individuals 

to be made bettsr-off, 

The formula (3.3) has another interpretation : it gives the change 

in the compensated demand for good n that would be induced by an intensifi

cation of the tax system, all taxes being increased proportionally ta their 

initial values. Alternatively, the formula in (3.3) is a local measure of 

the degree to which the demano for a good is discouraged by the introduction 

of taxes. For this reason, Mirrlees (1976) adopted the idea of an index of 

discouragement which is the formula in (3,3) divided by demand. The crite

rion given in the theorem then states that a QOnf.iumeJi ~houl.d be 604Qed ta 
QOMume mo4e (f~~) 06 a good i6 the demand 0o4 that good hM been fuQou
Mged (enQoUMg·ed) by the 6icti,;U,o~ tax ~y~tem. In essence, as suggested 

by the introductory example, quantity controls should be applied ta help 

minimize .distortions in the economic system. 

If the demand for a good has been discouraged then it is tempting 

ta say that the good has been taxed tao heavily. However, great care must 

,/. 
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be taken when discussing the notion of high or low taxes. For, as support 

prices for consumers and producers may bath be independently scaled, it is 

also possible to sey that 

( 3. 6) to 
,Q, 

to 
n 

,Q, .= 1, ... , n-1 

defines an admissible fictitious tax system (0 <À< 1). 

When À is close to unity, taxes are higher on goods with high consumer 

support prices~ when À is close to zero, taxes are higher on goods with 

low producer support prices. Despite these problems, it is possible to say, 

in a meaningful way, that the taxon one good is greater than another. 

Definition : ,Q, is taxed at least as highly as ,Q,' if 

( 3, 7) 
( 10) 

Thus a good is taxed higher than another if the percentage increase in price 

induced by the tax introduction is higher. The advantage of the definition 

is that it is unaffected by renormalizations of producer or consumer prices. 

further, the relation induced is an ordering being complete, reflexive and 

transitive. Given this definition, it is now possible to present a result 

with the flavour that highly taxed goods should be "forced", through quantity 

controls, into consumers. 

Th~on~m 2. If the assumptions of Theorem I are satisfied and if for agent h 

1) n is less (ne...op. more) fictitiously taxed than its complements 

2) n is more Cne...op. less) fictitiously taxed than its substitutes 

Hence a Pareto improvement is achievable by imposing a positive (ne...op. 

negative) quota upon individual h. 

Pnoo6_. Given theorem 1 it must be shown that (using (3.3, and dropping 

index h) 

n aoc 

l to n 
< 0 

,Q,=1 
,Q, clq,Q, 

( Jz.e...6 p. > 0 ) • 

,/. 
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Prices mav be normalized so that q0 = p0
• We then have from the · n n 

definition of more hBavily taxed and the assümptions of the theorem : 
aoc 

1) if t 0fl > 0 (Jr..C.,6p. < 0), then __ n < 0 
clqf/., 

2) if 
aoc 

t~ < 0 (Jr..e...6p. > 0), then ~ > 0 
q fi., 

Thus each term in the summation is negative (Jr..e...6p. positive) and 

the resul t follows. 11 

III.2. Quotas versus prices. 

The above results on the desirability of quotas are not surpri
sing in view of our partial equilibrium analysis of spillover effects in 
section II.2. This analysis emphasized that (small) quotas on some commo
dity n were equivalent to a compensated price change of this commodity. In 
fact, formula (3.3) is exactly similar to formulae obtained in the study 
of the desirability of compensated price changes (in a one consumer economy); 
in particular, a price analogue of theorem 2 has been given by Dixit [1975]( 11 ). 

We now corne to the question of comparing quotas and prices. For 
a fair evaluation of their respective merits we must compare the implementa
tion of personalized quotas considered here with "personalized prices". Our 
conclusion is that personalized quotas are equivalent to personalized 
QOmpenJ.ia,ted price changes; this suggests that (personalized) quotas should 
be useful in different circumstances. 

1) although (personalized) price changes are allowed, they cannot be accom

panied by compensating changes of incarnes 

2) although compensating changes of incarnes are allowed, the (personalized) 
price changes are constrained 

3) both (personalized) price changes and compensating incarne changes are 
forbidden. 

The two first case$ are particularly interesting and we will 
illustrate them in the context of a standard Diamond-Mirrlees model with 

( 12) . one consumer . In such an economy price changes and quotas are both 

d 1 . d d 1th h th 1 · rather academi·c( 13 ) anonymous an persona ize, an a oug e examp e is 

it is particularly useful for our illustrative purpose. ./. 
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Let us recall briefly the constituants of the model 

1) P~oduevu.,. With prices p, producers are price-takers. This gives rise 

to a competitive supply function y(p). All profits are, for convenience, 

assumed to be taxed away by the Government. 

2) Con6wneJlf.i. These are as in the general model of section II except that 

now it is further assumed that (identical) consumers are price-takers 

at prices q. Consumers also receive a poll-subsidy M from the Government. 

3) GoveJLnmen,t, The Government chooses a level of public production y from 
g 

some produ,:~tion set Y , the poll-subsidy M, p and q ( and so, indirectly, g 
taxes t = q - p) subject to the constraint of feasibility, i.e. aggregate 

demand being met by aggregate supply. 

To this model, we add the possibility that the amount consumed of good n 

is subject to the control of the Government. 

Let us start by a preliminary remark : As soon as an assumption 

of type (A4) is accepted, and if there are no constraints on taxes, it is 

well known that aggregate production efficiency is desirable. Now with 

convex production sets, the shadow prices of public firms should be equal 

to the production prices faced by private firms in a situation which is a 

second best optimum. The corresponding price vector pis then, straight

forw~rdly, the vector of social opportunity costs defined in A2. Furthermore 

if the initial situation is not an optimum, but if commodity taxes can be 

varied freely, it is easy to check that any move of aggregate demand satis

fying p.dz ~ 0 can be matched by an appropriate change in taxes and p remains 

a vector of social opportunity costs in the sense of (A2)( 14 ). 

Turning to consumers, q supports all consumers' consumption bundles 

in the initial situation so that it is also the support price of (A1). Thus, 

when taxes can be freely varied for all consumers in the economy, fictitious 

taxes of Theorem I are defined by t = q - p and correspond exactly to the 

actual taxes levied by the Government. We may now illustrate the above asser

tions on the complementarity of taxation and quotas. 

(1) I6 p'1Â.ee ehangv.i eanno~ be aeeompan,i,ed by eompen6ating 1neome ehangv.i, 
quotcu:, Me dv.i~b.e.e M "eomple.mevit6" o 6 ~xv.,. 

Suppose that the poll subsidy Mis constrained by a certain num

ber M, that the "initial situation" that we are considering is a maximum 
./. 
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of some social welféire function (*) and that at this optimum the constraint 

M =Mis binding. Hence it is known that the optimal solution is such that 
~oc 

n * o k * L t 
2 3 - = µxk k = 1 , •.. , n 

2=1 q.Q, 

~~ * Multiplying the kG
1 equality by tk, summing and taking into account the 

negative semi-definiteness of the matrix of compensated demand, it is easy 

to see that µ has the opposite sign of 

indirect taxation. 

\ * * l tk xk, the total receipts of 
k 

Hence, in the case where the total indirect receipts are positive, 

it would be dv.,..lJr.able ta .lmpo~e a po~ilive quota on any eo~ump.tlon good 
* (such that x > 0). This conclusion is in line with our previous discussion. n 

When total fiscal receipts are positive, all consumption goods are too 

heavily (although optimally) taxed, and their consumption should be encou

raged through quotas. Quotas help to correct the distortions induced by taxes 

and play a "complementary" role. 

( 2) I 6 p1i,foe ehangv., Me eo~:t.naJ..ned, a,Uhough ineome :t.na~ 6eM Me not, 
quotM Me du..lJr.able M "~ub~Wutv.," 06 taxu. 

Let us consider the optimalitycondition when the constraint on 

the poll taxis removed, but the tax or subsidy on some commodity n is 

constrained. If this constraint is binding at the optimum of some social 

welfare function we have for the considered commodity n 

n 

l 
t=1 

* (t
1 

being no longer real but fictitious taxes) 

where n is positive when the constraint has the form t :::: t n n n 

nn is negative when the constraint has the form t :::: t n n 

Applying our previous results, a negati.ve quota is desirable in the first 

case and a positive quota in the second. Quotas appears here as ~ub~Wutv., 
for price changes : a ration is a substituts for an increase in a tax 

(supposed to be impossible) ànd forced consumption is a substituts for a 

subsidy (which cannot be made as large as is desirable). 

./. 
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IV. THE DESIRABILITY OF ANDNYMDUS QUOTAS, 

The analysis of the preceding section applies to small additive 

personalized quotas" Quotas used in the real world have different features 

first, they do not take the form of additiNe disturbances, second, they are 

not necessarily small, third, they act anonymously on the agents. However, 

we shall see that the preceding sections give us adequate tools and conclu

sions for thinking about anonymous quotas; in particular, they provide suf

ficient conditions for the desirability of such quotas (section IV.A), In 

section IV.B we will be in a position to complete our discussion on prices 

versus quotas by comparing anonymous quotas and optimal taxes. 

Throughout this section, we will assume that we are in a world 

analogous to the one introduced in subsection III.2., with the difference 

that constraints on taxes and subsidies (which will be assumed to take the 

simple form !i ~ tt < tt) may exist. In the absence of quantity controls, a 

feasible state of the model is associated with (x.); (y) (y ) , p, q, M 
l g 

such that 

( 4. 1) X. D. ( q, M) 
l l 

( 4. 2) y = y(p) 

(4.3) f(y ) ~ D g 

(4.4) !i ~ tt ~ tt t 1, ... , n 

( 4. 5) I X. ~ y + y 
i 

l g 

The argument to be ~eveloped does not depend crucially upon the 

particular assumptions that we are considering, and can be transposed to 

different contexts. 

IV. A. Sufficient conditions for the desirability of anonymous quotas. 

We will introduce two different kinds of policy tools; authorita

rian redistribution-in-kind and rationing 

1. Authoritarian redistribution-in-kind 

The Government selects some commodity, commodity n, to be redistri

buted. Each consumer receives tickets. Each ticket gives a right to one 
,/. 
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unit of the free comrnodity. The amount of tickets is w > 0, it is the same 

for each consumer and it is a control variable. With tickets, consumers can 

obtain commodities freely either from a private firm or from a public firm. 

Private firms are refunded by the Government at price p. the production n 
price for commodity n. In addition to the quantity w obtained freely, con-

sumers can obtain an extra amount of commodity n from the market where it 

is soldat consumption price q (q n n 
p + t ). n n 

The authoritarian aspect of the process lies in the fact that 

no transaction.in tickets is allowed; tickets are personal and cannot be 

sold. In others words, a "white'' market is forbidden. Clearly, there are 

enforcement problems for such a policy and this is one reason why it has 

been rarely used. However, it should be noted that if the white market in 

tickets is allowed, (we have then a "liberal" redistribution-in-kind) then 

there is no role left for redistribution-in-kind when uniform lump sum 

transfers can be implemented. This equivalence of liberal redistribution in 

kind and money incarne redistribution is fairly intuitive and is confirmed 

in the more precise analysis of Guesnerie [1978] to which the reader is re

ferred for more details. 

2. Rationing : 

The Government chooses to ration commodity n. The control variable 

is w, the maximu~ amount (the same for everybody) which can be obtained in 

the market for commodity n. So x .• consumption of commodity n, satisfies in 
x. ~ w. Such a rationing scheme is anonymous and non manipulable in the in 
sense of Benassy [1976]. However its actual implementation creates incentives 

for black markets and as for redistribution-in-kind, we assume that these 

pressures are supressed. It should be noted that in this rationing process 

(as well as for the authoritarian redistribution-in-kind just described) 

only consumers are constrained and express an effective demand; firms are 

always unconstrained and express national demand. 

In order to introduce the two different anonymous quota policies 

which have just· been described in the formal model of (4.1) - (4.5) it is 

enough to modify the demand function of (4.1) as follows. 

For redistribution-in-kind (4.6) xi= ~i(q. M. w) 

./. 
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::: . ( q' M, '.t-,) 
l 

For rationing (4.7l 

with ::: '. (q, M, wl 
l 

:::'.(q, M, wl 
l 
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D. ( q, M + qn w) 
l 

D. ( q, M + q w, 
l n 

X. = :::'.(q, M, wl 
l l 

D. (q, Ml 
l 

D. (q, M, wl 
l 

w) 

if D. ( q, M + qn in 

if D. ( q, M + qn in 

if O. (q, Ml ::;: w 
in 

if O. (q, Ml > w 
in 

w) ?: w 

w) ::;: w 

Now consider some initial situation (x~l (y
0

l (y;l p
0

, q
0

, Mo 

which is a feasible state of the initial model (4.1l - (4.5l, Pick some 

commodity, commodity n; would it be desirable to redistribute it in kind 

or to ration it ? The relevance of our previous analysis for answering this 

question results from the two following remarks. 

- Authoritarian redistribution-in-kind acts in such a way that some people 

consume an amount of commodity n greater than the amount they would like 

to consume (they would prefer to sell their tickets at markets prices q l, 
n 

It is analogous to the "forced consumption" of section III. On the other 

hand, rationing implies that some people consume less than what they 

would like and hence acts as a negative quota in the sense of section III. 

In order to prove that quantity controls are desirable, it is enough to 

prove that around the initial free market situation, it is socially bene

ficial to implement "small" quantity controls. It follows that quanti ty 

controls should be used at the optimum, even if we ignore how far from 

the free market is the optimum. 

With these remarks in minci the following is unsurprising. 

The.01te.m 3. 

Let us call p
0 

= (V fl (Y;J· the gradient of the production function 

0 0 0 
of the public sector and tt = Pi - qt. 

Let h(nl and h'(nl, be two consumers such that 

0 
X h(nl,n Min x~ 

i 
i, n 

0 
X h'(nl,n Max x~ 

in 
i 

(h(n) and h'(nl are assumed to be unique). Then, . I. 
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a) if b) if 

aoc C 

( 4. 8) l ta ( h (nJ,nJ < 0, (4.9) l ta aoh'(nJ,n 
> o, 

!l élq!l !l clq Q, (o) ( 0) 

then a Pareto improvement (with respect to the initial situation) can be 

obtained through the use of al authoritarian redistribution-in-kind, 

b) rationing. 

- First consider the desirability for h(n) and h'(nl of small individuali

zed quotas in the sense of section III.1. We note that the assumptions of 

subsection II.1 hold. It is straightforward for (A1) (A3) (as soon as the 

competitive demand function is assumed to be differentiable). (A2) holds 

with p
0 = (Vf) ( o) and (A4) with sk = M. 

yg 

It follows from theorem 1 that, a small personalized positive 

(resp. negative) quota is desirable for h(n) (resp. h'(n)). Let us call 

them v and v' respectively. 

- Second, we have to prove that these small desirable quotas (which act 

additively on the unconstrained demand functionl can be implemented 

through the anonymous quotas policies which are considered. 

- For redistribution-in-kind we proceed as follows : first we reduce the 

uniform lump sum transfer M0 
ta M10 

= M0 
- q0 

x0h( l and distribute an n n , n 
amount of tickets w

0 
= x~(n),n; clearly the actual allocation is unchanged. 

Consider v, the desirable positive quota on t(nl, which can be made as 

small as desired. It results from the proof of the theorem, that the Pareto 

superior final situation is close to the initial one. Hence if vis small 

enough, the consumption xh(n),n remains the smallest one. But by an ade
quate small change in the distribution of tickets from w0

, we can realize 

the final situation as a feasible state of the model (4.2) - (4.6). 

- For rationing, the argument parallels the preceding one. We take v' the 

the desirable negative quota on h'(n), small enough sa that in the Pareto 

superior situation, h'(n) still has the highest consumption of n. With 

an adequate amount of tickets (close ta x0h'( ) ), we can realize this 
n ,n (15) 

situation as a feasible state of the model (4.2) - (4.5) . 11 

./. 
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Corollaries of theorem 3 could be obtained straightforwardly by 

applying the stateme~ts of theorem 2 to the analysis. The conclusions have 
the same flavour as the ones of section III. Highly taxed commodities are 

good candidates for (authoritarian) redistribution-in-kind, when highly 
subsidized commodities should be rationed: However we should note that the 
analysis which proceeds through the exploration of the neighbourhood of 

an initial free market situation does not say anything on the optimal amount 
of rationing or redistribution-in-kind. 

IV.8. Optimal taxation versus anonymous quotas 

The preceding analysis did not make any assumption about the ini
tial situation. In particular, it could have been optimal with respect to 

some social welfare function. If this social welfare function is egalitarian, 
common sense suggests that optimal taxation will lead to a subsidization of 
necessities and to a taxation of luxuries. Loosely speaking, the preceding 
analysis would have the implication that necessities should be rationed 
and luxuries redistributed-in-kind. 

We will now discuss this conclusion more precisely. Consider a 
social welfare optimum of the model (4,.1) - (4.5). At the optimum, the first 
order conditions associated with the maximisation of the unconstrained tax 
on commodity t and the uniform lump sum transfer M involve 

ao. ao. 
(4.10) I À. 

l I l 

l q.~ y p.-a-
i t i qt 

ao. ao. 
(4.11) I À. 

l I l 
q.3JVJ y p.aM 

i l 
i 

where all derivatives and vectors have to be taken at the optimum and where 

y is a positive number. Manipulations of (4.10) and (4.11) give rise to the 
following tax rule (cf Diamond [1975]). 

(4.12) 
cov 

where Si' the net social marginal utility of transfer of individual i, is 
given by 

( 4, 13) [ 
ao ·] 

Ài - y 1 - t. élMl 
,/. 
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(tisa vector of shadow taxes which identify with real taxes when constraints 

4.4. do not bind). 

Comparing (4.12) and (4.8) - (4.9) it is seen that optimal taxes 

depend on aggregate "indices of discouragement" whereas the desirability 

of quantity controls depends upon individual "indices of discouragement'". In 

general, little can be said concerning the sign of the left hand side of 

(4.8) and (4.9) even if we know the sign of the left hand side of (4.12). 

However, if there is no systematic deviation between compensated 

demand effects across consumers~ (4.12) can be utilized. Assume that all 

consumers have identical compensated demand derivatives (at the optimum). 

Inserting (4.12) in (4.8) (4.9) gives the result that authoritarian redis

tribution-in-kind for commodity t is certainly desirable when 

( 4. 14) CDV ( f3. , X. n ) < 0 
l lx, 

and rationing is desirable when the inequality is reversed. As it is to be 

expected that, with an egalitarian social welfare function, À. will be lower 
l 

for individuals with higher incarne, there is some presumption from (4.13) 

that, "normally", Bi will also fall with incarne. Thus (4.14) says that indi

viduals should be forced to buy more of goods that are consumed in greater 

amount by the rich. With optimal taxation, it would actually be the case 

that necessities should be rationed and luxuries redistributed in kind. 

However our argument stresses that this conclusion, although not "unreaso

nable", is not fully correct : first, individual and aggregate indices of 

discouragement may be at variance and second, it is not necessarily true 

that optimal taxes lead to high taxes for luxuries and subsidies for 

necessities( 16 ). 

V. EXTENSIONS 

V.A. The case where opportunity costs derive from a social welfare function. 

The assumption (A2) on social opportunity costs is undoubtedly 

strong and although it is valid in a class of models and situations of 

economic interest it may fail in many other interesting situations. Here we 

will introduce a different assumption (A'2) which rests upon a less deman

ding concept of social opportunity costs. 

./. 
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Suppose that there is some exogeneous social welfare function W 

which is used to evaluate the state of the economy (A2) then becomes 

0 (A'2l : In the initial situation, there is a vector p >> D such that given 

any change i:,Z in the scarcity constraints; the Government can choose a 

change /:,u in policy tools such that i:,W ~ p 0 .1:,z + a(!:,Z) 

where 
a ( i:,Z l 

tends to zero with i:,Z. 
Il /:,Z Il 

Witri .this assumption, a lemma similar to lemmas 1-2 subsection 

II.1 can be proved, 

Le.mma 3. If (A1l, (A'2l, (A3l, (A4l are satisfied and if there exists a 

policy tool, with parameter s that acts only on h, then a we.l&a!Le. hnpnoo 
ve.me.rit with respect to W is possible if 

and 

The proof is a variant of the proof of lemma 1 above, which is 

left to the reader. 

It is then straightforward to check that the conclusions of 

theorem I can be.adapted to this new set of assumptions. 

The.one.m 4. Suppose that (Bl holds and consider an initial situation where (A1), 

(A'2l, (A3l, (A4l are satisfied and when consumer h faces no quantity con

trol initially, Define the vector of fictitious taxes t 0 
= q0 

- p0 as above. 

If (resp. > Dl 

(or if the commodity n has the properties assumed in theorem 2), then a 

we.l&cvr.e. impnove.me.rit( 17 l is achievable through the implementation of a 

(smalll positive quota (resp. negative) of commodity n. 

(A'2l is likely to hold if the initial situation is a social 

optimum with respect to W : in such a situation, if p0 is the vector of 

Lagrange multipliers associated with the scarcity constraints then it is a 

basic result of programming that, in general, p0 is the derivative of the 

objective function with respect to a vector of perturbations of the right 

,/. 
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hand side of the scarcity constraints (see for example Varian ~97fil. When 

this is exactly true, we will say that we are in a regular optimum. 

Ve&ivu..t,é,on. The initial situation is a regular welfare optimum, if 

a) it is the maximum of the social welfare function W (under constraints 

excluding the use of quotas policies) 

b) there exists a vector p0 of (pseudo) Lagrange multipliers with the follo-

. . aw wing property : aw 0 h aw · th d · t · f th b · t · f p W ere aw lS e erlVa lVe O • e O JeC lVe une-

tion as a function of the total initial endowments w, 

At this stage, it should be mentionedthatthewelfare optima found 

in second best problems are "likely" to be regular if enough smoothness 

assumptions are introduced in the model( 1ô). Clearly, when the initial situa

tion is a regular optimum, (A'2) is satisfied with the vector of pseudo 

Lagrange multipliers. It follows easily that : 

TheoJiem 5. 

Theorem 4 is true if (A'2) is replaced by : the initial situation 

is a regular welfare optimum (associated with the vector of pseudo Lagrange 

multipliers p0
). 

In particular our analysis of anonymous quotas can straightforwardly be 

adapted. 

Theo1iem 6. 

Theorem 3 remains true i~ the initial situation is a regular wel

fare optimum, if p0 is the vector of pseudo Lagrange multipliers which are 

associated with it, and if Pareto improvement is replaced by welfare 

improvement. 

The above theorems are relevant for the understanding of the use

fulness of quantity controls when all other policy tools have been used. 

Hence the extension of the pievious results is of considerable economic 

relevance. However this extension has been obtained at the cost of a 

weakening of conclusions : Quotas policies no longer result in Pareto im

provement but in welfare improvement. All the comments and discussions of 

the previous sections should be reconsidered with these remarks in minci . 

. /. 
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V.B. Relaxation of the assumptions on the initial situation. 

The argu~ent of section III, as well as the subsequent argument 

of subsection IV.1, required that the agents affected by rationing were 

unconstrained price takers in the initial _situation. This assumption gua

ranteed that the quota policy (forced purchase and sale) had only a second 

order welfare effect on the consumer. We will relax this assumption here. 

Formally the assumptions of section III will be modified as follows 

CB') al 

b) Xh Cu, v) n 

D.
0

(<j,.(u), M.(u)) 
lx, l l 

\fi~ t. 

We do not make any specific assumption on consumers i ~ t who 

behave as if they were competitive with respect to some shadow price 

system <j,i and shadow incarne Mi, which both depend on u and not on v. 

Consumer h is implicitely faced with the linear price system 

( q ( u) = q ( u). qn ( u) ) but is already constrained on the market for 

commodity n for which its shadow price <j,hn differs from the market price qn 

(and hence Mh ~ Mh), Let us notice that formally it would not make any 

difference to consider that consumer h, as others, is faced with a shadow 

price system <j,h(ù) (instead of q (u)). c19 J 

The quota policy acts as an additive perturbation of the demand 

for commodity n. 

In such a framework personalized quotas have a significant wel

fare effect on consumer h and cannot be expected to be Pareto improving even 

with the strong assumptions of section III. However, a result of this type 

could be expected if this welfare effect were offset by adequate transfers. 

The existence of such transfers is postulated in M-6umption (B") where (a) 

of assumption (B') still hold and (b) and (c) are replaced by 

( b) 

v' is a r~al addition to incarne Mh(u), and affect indirectly 

<j,hn and M' but not q, (<j,hn and Mh are strictly speaking different functions 
./. 
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than those introduced in (B'), but for simplicity we do not use a different 

notation), 

0 Consider an initial situation with v 
o' 

V o. An ineome eom-
pen1ia:ted quota is thus defined as a move v, v' from the initial situation. 
When v > 0 (resp. < 0), the quota is said positive (resp. negative). 

Assume that (A1) - (A4) holds in the initial situation and consi

der putting 

!l ;t: n 

Using the results on the effect of rationing of section II.2, one sees that 
with lemma 2 one can transpose the argument of section III. It is left to 

the reader to obtain 

Theo~em 1. Suppose that (B") holds and that in the initial situation 

A1-A4 holds. If 

(4.15) [
3D~n] < O 
3q!l 

( 0) 

(resp. > Dl 

~ 0 0 0 (where (ol = (q(u ), thn(u l, M~(u ll 

then, there exists a Pareto improving positive (resp. negative) incarne 
compensated quota. 

This theorem is a generalization of theorem 1, It is left to the reader to 
give another version of this theorem where (A2l would be replaced by (A'2) 
so generalizing theorems 4, 5, 

As a simple application of the above statement let us consider 
the case where agents face a set of real prices q = (q, q l and where in 

n 
the initial situation there are distortions only in the market for commo-
dity n, t~!l = 0 (!l ;t: n). Clearly, the sign of the index of discouragement 
of equation (4.15) is the opposite of t 0 

n 
0 0 

thn - Pn· Hence 

Co~oUaJuj. If (A1 l - (A4l are satisfied and consumer h faces no distor
tions in markets other than for good n and 

o o < ,i,o 
P n < qn - 't'hn ( o o ,i,o l resp. P n > qn 2: 'f'hn ,/. 
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then a Pareto improvement is achievable by forcing h to consume more (less) 

of good n through the use of an incarne compensated quota. 

VI. NONLINEAR TAXATION. 

Both the conventional (linear) price system and anonymous quantity 

controls are special examples of nonlinear price systems where marginal 

prices faced depend upon quantity purchased. With this interpretation, ra

tioning, for instance, is equivalent to where a nonlinear price is constant 

up to a point and then infinite. 

With optimal nonlinear prices there can be no gain from intro

ducing anonymous quantity controls. The analysis of earlier sections has 

demonstrated that simple nonlinear price systems often dominate linear 

systems. Hers we show that the foregoing analysis can be used to throw light 

upon the general structure of fully nonlinear systems. 

The analysis of the introduction of an anonymous quota into a 

nonlinear price (or tax) system is similar to the analysis of section IV 

which dealt with linear systems, i.e. an anonymous quota is visualized as 

a personalized quota on the individual purchasing the least amount of a good. 

This idea will be examined in the context of the two-commodity nonlinear 

incarne tax model of Mirlees (1971). It will be shown that the result which 

states that the lowest incarne individual should face a zero marginal tax 

rate on incarne follows from our analysis. This is the purpose of VI.A to 

look at the problem when there are a finite number of consumers;a formal 

proof for a continuum of agents is given in VI.B. 

VI.A. A finite number of consumsrs. 

A simplified version of the general model will be examined. There 

are two goods, a consumption good c and laboure. There is a constant returns 

to scale production technology and, by a suitable choice of units, it may 

be assumed that one unit of labour produces one unit of consumption. Linder 

competitive conditions the pre-tax wage is unity so that e is also pre-tax 

incarne. If a (possibly linear) incarne tax T( .) is imposed then an individual 

with preferences representable by a utility function u(c, e) will be faced 

with the problem 

Max u(c, e) s.t. e 2 T(e) + c 
c,e 

(6.1) 
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Figure 6.1 shows the choice made by individual h who chooses to obtain the 

lowest incarne. 

A 

' C 

e - T(e) 

e 

Figure 6.1, 

In this model the (pre-tax) price vector (1, 1) is the vector of 

social opportunity costs in the sense of (A2) and, if T is differentiable; 

(1, 1-T'(eh)) is the support price, in the sense of (A1), for h, Consider 

the imposition of a quota which forces h to move up the tax schedule, For 

a small change, this corresponds to an incarne compensated quota of subsec

tion V.B, Applying the corollary to theorem 7, h should be forced to work 

harder if 1 - T'(eh} < 1 or, alternatively, if T'(eh) > o. Similarly, h 

should be forced to work less if T'(eh) < O. 

If, a figure 5.1, h' is the consumer with the second lowest incarne 

then it is clear that the ta>: schedule can be modified to force h along the 

tax schedule. Thus, as any change in the optimum tax schedule cannot be 

desirable, the above analysis suggests that h must face a zero marginal incarne 
tax rate. 

It is not difficult to show that identical results go through when 

h and h' bath choose to obtain the some incarne level, However, the argument 

can break down when the tax schedule is not differentiable so that a situation 

like the one portayed in figure 6,2 arises (which is often the case under 

standard assumptions on preferences and productivities (see next footnote)t 

,/. 
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h' 
e 

Figure 6.2 

h 
u 

e 

h' 
u 

Consider forcing h to work harder. An incarne compensated quota to h will be 

strictly preferred by h' who, in situations based upon anonymity, cannot be 

prevented from enjoying benefits. The technique used to study anonymous 

quotas clearly needs to be amended to cape with this situation(
2

D), 

VI.B, A continuum of consumers 

We no~ consider the amendments required when there is continuum 

of consumers. The essence of the different circumstances so created is that 

as a small quota impinges upon only an infinitesimal group the gain to all 

made possible by the quota is insufficient to compensate those who are 

"forced" away from their chosen position. The results we derive are of gene

ral applicability to the case where quotas are small but not necessarily 

infinitesimal, 

Let h be a real valued index for the continuum of consumers and 

let f(h) be the density function of h. The lowest h value is O (f(o) > 0) 

and it is assumed that, at each point in (c, e) space, consumers with a 

higher h have indifference curves with less slope, i.e. high h consumers 

always choose to have a high incarne. Assuring differentiability, we prove 

0 

Theo~em 8. If dT~ = T'(e0 J ~ D then there exists a (quantity constraining) de 
tax schedule which increases the value of a utilitarian social welfare 

function W = Juh f(h) dh, 

,/. 
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PJz.006, The argumen~: for T' < 0 is simple and, in fact, can be proven by 
amending the analysis of Sadka (1976). For T· > 0, consider moving to a 
new tax schedule T, s ~ 0, defined by s 

T ( e) 
s 

T ( e) 
s 

00 

T(e) 

0 
e < e + s 

( 6. 2) 
e ~ e 0 

+ s 

By prohibitive taxation, everybody is forced to move up the tax schedule 
and earn incarne e 0 + s. If h(s) is that consumer who originally earned in
carne e 0 + s then consumersfrom ·h = 0 to h = h(s) are the ones affected 
by the change in tax system. In this model, feasibility is ensured if tax 
revenue R does not fall. Linder T, welfare and revenue are given by s 

h(s) 00 

w I h o o e 0 + S) I h h h hl f(h)dh = u (e +s-T(e +s), f ( h) dh + u ( e - T( e ) , e s 
(6.3) 

0 h(s) 

h(s) 00 

"' 

J 
0 

f T(eh) R = T(e + s) f(h)dh + f(h)dh s (6.4) 
0 h(s) 

where eh is the incarne earned by h when the tax schedule is T (under T, 
s 

everybody chooses to earn at least e 0 + s). 

With an atomless f, it is straightforward to check that (where 
W and Rare "initial welfare and revenue, respectively) 

w = w and R R 
0 0 ( 6. 5) 

dW 1 0 and dRI n = ds ds s=o s=o 
(6,6) 

d2w 1 0 d2RI T' ( e0
) f(O) ~, and ds = 

ds 2 ds s=o s=o 
(6.7) 

s=o 

The zero second-order welfare effect in (6.7) follows because an infinitesi
mal group has utility affected only to a second order. (6,5) - (6.7) may be 
used to give a Taylor expression of (6.3) and (6.4). 

w 
s 

2 w + cr(s l (6.8) 

./. 
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R 
s 

R + / T' ( e 
O

) f ( 0) dh 1 2 
2 ds + 0 ( s ) (6.9) 

0(s
2 ) 2 

where --- -+ 0 as s -+ 0. 
2 

s 

s=o 

As (6.9) is strictly positive and it is of an order of magnitude greater than 

(6,8), there is no difficulty in showing that by ~hoosing a tax schedule 

T = T - ks 2
, it is posible, by suitable choice of k, ta obtain W > W s s s 

and R ~ R for smalls,This proves the result. 11 
s 

It should be mentioneu that we have not shown that the original 

tax schedule is Pareto dominated by another schedule and, as mentioned 

above, that is what differentiates theorem 8 from the other results of this 

paper, Of course, if the revenue gain pointed ta (6.9) could be distributed 

ta the consumers directly affected by the quota then, as this group is of 

h(s) 

size J f ( h) dh = s f ( 0) ~: 1 s=o, a Pareto improvement would clearly be 

0 

possible. The difficulty is that this selective transfer is not achievable 

through an anonymous procedure. 

In conclusion, it has been shown that if the optimum incarne tax 

schedule is such that indifference curves are smoothly tangential ta the 

budget set then the optimum marginal tax rate at the lower end of the schedule 

is zero. Although this result has been derived previously by application of 

the transversality conditions derived from the appropriate variational 

analysis used ta salve for the optimum tax (cf Seade (1977)) piecemeal 

approach of this paper fully exposes the reasons for why this remarkable 

result should hold. With straightforward amendment, a similar construction 

can also be applied ta show that the consumer who chooses ta earn the lar

gest incarne should face a zero marginal incarne tax rate. 

VII. CONCLUSION. 

The general purpose of this paper has been ta analyse and deter

mine rules for desirable ch~nges in an undistinguished suboptimal world, 

With decentralization through a price system it is usually possible ta use 

prices as the value placed upon goods by the agents in the economy. Although 

the rules of this paper have been presented in terms of social opportunity 

,/. 
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costs and support prices, the exact assumptions concerning the existence 
of such sntities heve been carefully laid out. For, there is no gene
ralguarantee that implicit prices with the desired properties can be defined. 

The more specific purpose has been to move away from the study 
of tools that act through the price system and, instead, to investigate the 
possible role of quantity controls. As every undergraduate is taught, quan
tity controls like rationing andredistribution-in-kind are Pareto inefficient; 
however, such a result is not relevant when the initial situation is, itself, 
Pareto inefficient. The results of thispaperstrongly support the use of 
quantity controls in an economy'which is away from its first-best and it 
was shown that even in a world of optimal commodity taxation, quantity 
controls could generally be important. For unlike anonymous taxes, anony-
mous quantity controls act on particular subset of consumers and, furthermore, 
small quotas or rations act in an income compensated way upon agents. With 
many groups in society having veto power, this latter feature implies that 
quantity controls may be one of the few tools available with any real 
potence. 

0 

0 0 
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(1) This assumption could be precisely stated 

( a2) There exists a vector p O 
E RQ, which has the following property : 

given any exogenous change in aggregate net demand ~Z with the property 
that : 

0 
P • ~z ~ g c ~z J 

for some fonction g where ~ + O as Il ~Z Il + o 

there is a charge ~u in the policy tools available to the Government 
(quantity control excluded) such that the corresponding changes in con
sumption ~x. and the change in production ~y satisfy 

l 

L ~X.+ ~y= ~z 
l 

i 

0 
q .• ~x. 

l l 
~ -r·. ( 

l 
where f'. is such that 

l 

f' . (~X. ) 
l l 

Il ~X. Il 
l 

-+ 0 

It is left to the reader to see the modifications which should be brought 
into the proof of theorem 1 in order to take into account this assumption 
instead of (A2). (a2) is weaker than (A2) but it still requires that enough 
policy tools be available to the Government. 

(2) In fact this assumption does not make any problem with the formulation 
of the quota policy adopted here where v is "forced consumption" and 
nota fixed quota. In this latter case, there is a discontinuity in the 
derivatives of demand with respect to prices at the point where the 
quantity constraint binds. This is a source of difficulty in the study 
of anonymous quotas· which' are co'nsidered in section III, 

(3) (A4) is similar to thb asaumpti~n used by Diamond and Mirrlees (1971) 
to show that in a world of optimal taxation, aggregate productive 
efficiency is desirable. 

(4) With regard to the likelihood of the existence of such a tool it may 
be noted that if p0 is directly proportional to q0 then the analysis 
can never apply whereas, when this is not the case, ~here always exists 
a change in h's consumption which, if it could be induced by a policy 
parameter change, would lead to a social improvement. Notice, however, 
that it will not in general be possible to satisfy (2.6) by adopting 
policies which act to confiscate or hand-out goods. Finally, it may 
be noted that, trivially, the analysis continues to apply, in a revised 
form, when the inequalities in (2.6) are reversed. 

(5) This result can be understood in terms of number of instruments versus 
nùmber of targets. In the modelas presently constructed; there are two 
targets : individual h's utility and resources which can be used to 
make everybody better-off. (2.6) shows that it is almost always the 
case that two instruments will be sufficient to bring about an impro
vement. Notice again that, for an improvement to be possible, it is 
necessary that p 

O 
and q~ are not directly proportional. 

Before proceeding further, it may be noted that there are straightforward 
many-person generalizations of the results that have been obtained. In 
particular, if m + 1 policy tools act upon m individuals then, 
extending lemma 2, i Pareto improvement will generally be 
achievable. As the policy tool for which there is universal agreement 
(assumption (A.4)) is only needed to make individuals who are not 
directly affected by policy changes better-off, such an assumption is 
not in general required when m + 1 policy tools act upon all m indivi
duals in the economy. 
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(6) Although the analysis of constrained demand around an initial situation 
which is unconstrained has already been explored in.the past (see for 
example[1950];the analysis of a more general situation only seems to 

( 7) 

( 8 J 

( 9 J 

have been undertaken recently, Related results in various directions and 
with different methods (and apparently indspendently) have been recently 
obtained by Orèze [1977],Gùesnerie [1978 J Laroque[197tl], NRary-Roberts [198Dî. 
Slutsky[1980J~The ,nost systematic approach is that of Neary-Roberts [1980], 

n -E ~, x =t~x, x) where x is a truncated 
is the n c·o8rdinate of x. 

In the followtng when X 

vector of ~n- 1 and X n 
See Neary-Roberts [ 19801 for a rigorous argument, 

See Guesnerie [1978] for more details. 

(10) Suppose that we normalize prices such that commodity f be the numeraire. 
t is taxed as highly as l' in the sense of the above definition if and 
only if the taxon l' is smaller or equal than zero when fis the 
numeraire. 

(11} ~lthough there are some differences in the underlying framework. 

(12) Or equivalently with identical consumers. 

(13) Since there would be no informationnal obstacles to the attainment 
of a first best optimum. 

(14) For a further discussion of the desirability of aggregate productive 
efficiency, see Oiamond and Mirrlees (1971). 

( 15) The reader should realize that there is a di fficul ty in this proof 
because the function Ei has partial derivatives (with 
respect to q for examples) which are discontinuous in w, when the 
general analysis supposes continously differentiable reaction func
tions. The solution given here rests on the proof that there is 
(locally) a one to one correspondence between the so called positive 
and negative quotas of section III and the tickets allocations. The 
proof given in Guesnerie [1978] for the part a of the theorem·is slightly 
more complicated but faces directly the difficulty created by the discon
tinuity of partial derivatives. 

(16) It is known that more precise conclusions can be obtained in a two 
class economy. For example Mirrlees has shown ~976] that if the total 
amount of taxes paid by the rich exceeds the total amount of taxes paid 
by the poor, then it is actually true that the left hand side of 
(4.13) is negative (resp. positive) for commodities for which the rich 
(resp. the poor) has the highest consumption. (This condition on tax 
receipts is likely to be obtained when there is a strong social prio
rity for the poor). The homogeneity of the signs of indices of dis
couragements is obtained whDn individuals have separable utility func
tions for the most taxed good. The interested reader will reestablish 
these assertions and give a precise statement on the desirability of 
redistribution in kind for this "most taxed" commodity. 

(17) With respect to the social welfare function W introduced in 
assumption (A'2). 

(18) The existence of "generalized" Lagrange multipliers is quite general 
in second best models (see Guesnerie [1979]).However for the equality 
aw o aw' = p to be true (which is "almost always" the case in convex pro-

grammihg) we need 
i) that there is no discontinuity in the optimal solution for small 
perturbations of the right hand sides of scarcity constraints 
ii) that the reactions functions introduced in the model be sufficiently 
smooth, 

./. 
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(19) However this may not be a very significant ext~nsion; when the choies 
set of the consumer is nota linear manifold, th should be taken both 
a function of u and v. 

(20) The fact that it may be optimal for these to be no smooth tangency 
between the tax schedule and the lowest incarne consumer's indifference 
curve should be recognised. As Guesnerie and Seade [1980] have shown, 
this is almost always the case when finite populations are considered, 
Even with a continuum of individuals, Mirrlees [1971] has suggested that 
it will often be desirable for some individuals not to work (a corner 
solution) and, in Roberts [1979] , there are example of nonlinear pricing 
schedules where consumers at the lower end of the price schedule are 
bunched together. Seade [1977] , who considers the zero marginal tax 
argument in detail, assumes smooth tangencies throughout. 
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